
Episode 04: 1 TIMOTHY 4:12

Love Piled High Sweet Treats
Think you’re too young to make a difference? Think again! This treat speaks to the little child in each of us! 
While you’re being creative, discuss as a family what you’ve learned from 1 Timothy 4:12 and how your EXAM-
PLE of LOVE can impact others.

Ingredients:
Variety of fun and colorful toppings (coated candy pieces, sprinkles, decorating sugars)
Unfrosted cookies and/or donuts (your choice of flavors)
1-2 cans frosting (Hint: For more crazy colors, a can of vanilla frosting can be divided into several portions 
and colored with food coloring.)
For a healthier alternative: use nuts and dried fruits as your toppings, replace the cookies with rice cakes, 
and a nut butter instead of frosting.

Directions:
1. Place toppings and frosting in small dishes (one type per dish).

2. Give each person a small plate or napkin. Provide plastic spoons and knives.

3. Explain that each person can use any of the ingredients provided to make a crazy treat that will be given 
in LOVE to another member of the family. (A creation might have a donut on the bottom, layers of frosting, 
sprinkles, a cookie, more frosting, and colorful sugar on top. You get the picture: LOVE piled high!)

4. When the treats are ready, share them. Make sure each family member receives a portion of LOVE creat-
ed by someone else in the family.

End your celebration by making a few treats to share with others. Because as we all know: LOVE is best when 
you share it!
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“How Do I Love You? I’ll Count the Ways!” Letter
This is a great activity to dive deeper into discussion about the importance of words and the things we say!

Materials:
Slips of paper
Colored paper or stationery
Markers
Scissors
Pens
Stickers

Directions:
1. Print your family members’ names on slips of paper—1 name per slip.

2. Let each family member take a turn drawing a name. Don’t let others see the name drawn! If someone 
draws his or her own name, let that person draw again.

3. Everyone have a secret family member in mind? Write a letter or draw a picture for that family member 
to share what you and others love about that person. Maybe Mom has a great sense of humor or Dad gives 
insanely encouraging hugs.

After you’ve finished writing and coloring, exchange cards and then talk about all the ways there are to show 
LOVE for your family, your friends, and the world. Making and giving a card or letter is just one!


